
ASSIGNMENTS 

Question one 

Two engineers separately developed empirical models to predict the user perception of a certain type of 

civil engineering system using an index ranging from 0.0 (poor) to 5.0 (excellent), as a function of the 

number of explanatory variables that represent certain system attributes. In order to test their models 

in a later year, a third engineer sampled 10 similar systems and collected data on the explanatory factors 

(the vector of X variables) and actual user perceptions (the response variable) of each system. Then, 

each of the two models was used to estimate the expected user perception for each system. Their 

results are provided below. Determine which model provides a better description of user perception. 

 

Hint: use Root Mean Square Error, RMSE and Percentage Difference, PD. 

 

 

Question two 

The table below shows the chloride concentration in soils measured by an environmental engineer at 

different locations and the corresponding average corrosion index observed for underground water 

pipes at those locations. Develop a linear model to describe the influence of chloride concentration on 

the corrosion of underground water pipes. Use your model to predict the expected corrosion of a pipe 

at a location that has a chloride content of 2.1 units. 

 

 

 



Question three 

The table below, which illustrates the task of modeling at the system preservation phase, shows the increase in the 

condition of a system in response to the maintenance effort (man-hours/ft
2
 of surface area). Develop a model that 

describes the effectiveness of system maintenance efforts in the given units. 

 

Question four 

The table below shows the demand for a civil engineering system at the needs assessment phase. The data shows the 

population (in 100,000s) of different cities in a country and their average household income ($100s per year) and the 

demand for water. Develop a model separately with and without an interaction term between population and 

household income and ascertain whether an interaction effect exists. Interpret the interaction term. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


